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P2 GIS Business Layers: A Better View Of Your Company’s Assets
Get a clear, real-time view of your company’s land assets – Leases, Wells, Contracts, 
etc. – all in an electronic, easy-to-use map. Now anyone on your team can refer to a single map to perform in-
depth analysis and gain quick, accurate answers to their most important questions without having to worry 
about the timeliness of the data. Maps and Land data are no longer disconnected with P2 GIS.

 

Business Layers That Keep All Of Your Information In Sync
Every type of Agreement entered into P2 Land can come to life on a P2 GIS map. Users can query and 
open all files from the map, making data review and analysis simpler. Maintain one version of your tract with 
polygons that will always be in sync with P2 Land.

Quickly Analyze Provisions, Depth Severances And More
The Related Layer gives you visual insight into important business information, including provisions, working 
interest partners, depth severances and more. Rather than gleaning this kind of information from stacks of 
paper, use the map to see it all in one place.

Analyze Land Attributes By GIS Location
Enhance your analysis potential using maps instead of 
spreadsheets. P2 GIS Analysis Layers simplify and summarize 
such attributes as Mineral and Working Interest, Acreage and 
NRI by spatial location. Use them to better understand your 
company holdings by geography where many leases overlap.

For Example: See What Your NRI Is For Any Given 
Area
The Interest Aggregate Layer rolls up all of your leyers by 
common spatial location into one shape. You can quickly see 
what your company’s interest is in every area. Need to validate 
the information in your land system? Here’s the answer.


